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Abstract

This paper will consider legal and illicit drug use in relation to changing leisure spaces, reflecting on different types of leisure space from
the formal, controlled and purpose built licensed leisure locations of the modern urban landscape to the illicit, unregulated and wild zones
beyond. Drawing on a range of literature, as well as empirical studies by the author, the historical and socio-cultural development of leisure
space in relation to dance clubs, public houses and café bars in the UK will be considered. The relationship between spatiality, consumption,
commercialisation and control is analysed through a consideration of changes in licensed leisure spaces; changes in the use of legal and illicit
d the third and
fi ty.
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rugs within them; and state and commercial responses to these changes at local and national level. After pub and club space,
nal consideration is the notion of head space, utilised and commodified in the pursuit of pleasure in late modern consumer socie
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ntroduction

Research on drugs, leisure and spatiality intersects with
ome of the most interesting recent debate in cultural crimi-
ology, cultural geography and cultural studies, focussing on
opular culture, urban space and the changing nature of the
ity. The changing uses and meanings of leisure space involve
he creation of new locations and the transformation, sub-
ersion and reinterpretation of existing space. These leisure
enues have developed with, without and against official en-
orsement leading to a range of policy responses which raise
uestions about the control of youth and young adult leisure

ime/space. The criminalisation of the most disreputable, dis-
uptive and potentially threatening leisure time activities and
pace has occurred alongside the development of socially
anctioned and commercially exploited leisure. Furthermore,
eisure space represents not only a site for the pursuit of plea-
ure in late modern consumer society, but is also an expression
nd reflection of the structural constraints within that society,
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and – specifically in relation to the public house or café bar
– is geographically, socially and symbolically located at
heart of the community in many societies.

Pubs and clubs have been key social spaces for y
adults in the UK across the late twentieth century and
the twenty-first century. With the exception of a small num
of studies of American bars (e.g.Spradley & Mann, 1975),
British public houses (e.g.Hey, 1986; Hunt & Satterlee, 1987)
and European bars (e.g.Sulkunen, Alasuutari, N̈atkin, &
Kinnunen, 1985), research on licensed leisure space is
tively sparse, however, and concentrated in the historica
anthropological literature rather than the alcohol and
field. This is despite the historical and continuing importa
of pubs and clubs to popular culture, and the identifica
of the criminalisation and control of popular and subcult
worlds as a central feature of cultural criminology (e.g.Ferrell
& Sanders, 1995).

An historical and socio-cultural analysis of licensed
unlicensed leisure locations shows the relevance of co
to our understanding of contemporary social and spatia
lations in the pub and club. Whilst recognising the histor
E-mail address:F.Measham@lancaster.ac.uk. continuities of British drinking culture and the centrality of
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pubs, clubs and dance halls to British leisure (Davies, 1992;
Marsh & Fox Kibby, 1992; Tuck, 1989), this paper explores
how meanings of space are made through consumption and
control, by focusing on the discontinuities in licensed leisure
space and their relationship to changing patterns of legal and
illicit (i.e. illegal and quasi legal) drug use. This can be con-
textualised in the contemporary socio-cultural milieu which
is more complex and multi-faceted than that of previous gen-
erations; where consumption is central to the leisure expe-
rience and where leisure is central to the construction and
performance of image within a performative society (Rojek,
2000). This is evident across a range of aspirational, risk tak-
ing, status defining and image enhancing leisure time pursuits
including the consumption of legal and illicit drugs. Thus,
leisure represents a potential “controlled loss of control” in
a culture of control and surveillance, mediated by structural
constraints such as gender, ethnicity, age and socio-economic
class (Measham, 2002). The differential occupation of physi-
cal and social space by different social groups is illustrated in
studies, for example, of men-only clubs (Rogers, 1988), fac-
tories (Westwood, 1984), live gigs (Hanna, 1999), personal
space (Scott & Morgan, 1993), and urban space (Chatterton
& Hollands, 2003).

Utilising literature and data from alcohol and drug stud-
ies, cultural criminology, cultural studies, cultural geogra-
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working class young women faced varying degrees of disap-
proval for regular drinking in public houses (e.g.Measham,
in press-a), dance halls (and cinemas) were open to them
as more ‘respectable’ leisure time pursuits in the first half
of the twentieth century (Davies, 1992), an important his-
torical difference in terms of the commercial development
of public houses and dance halls as leisure locations. In
the 1950s and 1960s, a boom in popular music and social
dancing led to the commercial expansion of dance halls
across many countries and from the mid-1970s onwards,
mass social dancing continued in the form of discotheques
and night clubs. Thus, social dancing at specified leisure lo-
cations has been a more or less central part of the weekend
for a considerable minority of young people for over half a
century.

In contrast to the dance halls, night clubs and discothe-
ques of previous decades, it is the developments in contem-
porary leisure space within the last 20 years which provide
the basis for an analysis of the relationship between con-
sumption, commercialisation and control. The acid house
parties, raves and dance events which developed from the
late 1980s onwards in the UK have been portrayed as a wa-
tershed, a “wild zone”, which challenged the conventions of
traditional leisure space (Stanley, 1997). Research and writ-
ings on British acid house parties, raves and dance clubs of the
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hy and history, as well as a range of studies by the au
he commentary considers changes in two key contra
icensed leisure locations – firstly dance clubs and then
ic houses. The relationship between spatiality, consump
ommercial development and state control is explored
ng a multi-disciplinary historical and socio-cultural analy
hich focuses on the changing nature of the club and

n the last 20 years in the UK, the place of legal and il
rugs within such space, and policy responses to each

he two pronged commercialisation and criminalisation
pecific leisure locations. The third and concluding con
ration – head space – draws together aspects of spa
onsumption and leisure in the twenty-first century pur
f pleasure.

lub space

Whilst recognising the long history of social dancing,
ommentary explores recent developments in specific le
ocations relating to social dancing. In looking at the cult
istinctions and discontinuities rather than continuities

ween dance clubs and earlier dance halls and night c
his section focuses on what has been considered a ‘ne
ial space, facilitating, at least for a short period, new mo
f social and sexual interaction.

The commercial development of British dance halls
ight clubs evolved out of the music halls and gin pala
f the late nineteenth century which increased in popul

n the twentieth century to become a key social spac
oung adults by the end of the Second World War. Whe
ate 1980s and 1990s have explored the now well-docum
ays in which these could be considered challenging sp

egarding the innovations of social interaction and
erns of consumption within them, as well as challen
paces regarding official responses to the ‘decade of d
Garratt, 1998; Henderson, 1993; Osgerby, 1998; Reyn
998).

The original British acid house and rave scene devel
ut of, as an extension of and as a backlash against th
reasingly individualistic and materialistic enterprise cul
f the ‘Thatcherite’ 1980s. In this way, the antecedents of

n 1980s materialism resulted in its characterisation as
n anti-commercial utopian egalitarianism (Garratt, 1998
ewcombe, 1991; Presdee, 2000; Reynolds, 1998) and an
political escapist hedonism for suburban youth (Kohn, 1997
ietveld, 1993). (SeeMcRobbie, 1999, for a critique of the es
apism/pleasure versus oppositional/political radicalism
ate in relation to the UK rave scene.)

The rave space itself has been considered challeng
erms of music, drugs and clubbers. The early rave etho
een characterised as a non-egotistical creation and a
iation of music shared by DJs, promoters and clubber
vangelical passion for the potential of the empathogen
tasy; and an egalitarian desire to dance, socialise and
un for young women and men from across the social s
rum. (For a consideration of the relationship between
er, socio-economic class, ethnicity, sexual orientation
990s British club culture seeMeasham, Aldridge, & Parke
001). Indeed, raves and dance events were characteri
ontrast to the mainstream licensed leisure alternatives
ublic houses and night clubs of the late 1980s and 19
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in terms of their lack of door policies or dress codes, the rel-
ative physical safety for women and men, and less threat of
alcohol-related aggression and harassment prevalent in and
around drinking venues (Gofton, 1990; Marsh & Fox Kibby,
1992; Tomsen, 1997). Henderson’s research with young fe-
male clubbers, for example, identified a combination of safety
and fun at dance clubs which “provided an exciting, exhila-
rating but also ‘safe’ social space” (Henderson, 1993: 125).

The developments across the 1990s in the UK and else-
where in Europe illustrate the complex relationship between
patterns of drug consumption and supply; and the regulation,
licensing and policing of different dance spaces. An influx
of drug dealers, organised criminal gangs, weapons and con-
sequent violence in some of the unlicensed, unregulated and
illegal raves in the early 1990s led 1992 to be characterised
as the low point in the ‘decade of dance’, where “rave’s ‘liv-
ing dream’. . . turned to living nightmare” (Reynolds, 1998:
190). The music scene and the clubs themselves fractured into
firstly, the regulated, indoor dance clubs and corporate ‘super-
clubs’ of the late 1990s and secondly, the outdoor (licensed
and unlicensed) ‘alternative’ music festivals and raves (crim-
inalised after 1994) which reflected the dual fortunes of the
mainstream and the underground in popular culture. Shapiro
has noted how the indoor–outdoor dichotomy of 1990s dance
parties can be linked with official responses from the late
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Drugs in clubs

The complexities of the relationship between spatiality,
consumption, commercialisation and control can be illus-
trated by a consideration of the patterns of drug use of those
attending specific dance clubs. Studies of recreational drug
use amongst clubbers have revealed that UK clubbers have
drug consumption patterns wider in repertoire and greater
in frequency and quantity than national household studies of
the general young adult population. For example, the lifetime
prevalence rate for use of any illicit drug is 12% amongst 16-
to 29-year olds in the general population in the 2000 British
Crime Survey (Ramsay, Baker, Goulden, Sharp, & Sondhi,
2001), whereas the lifetime prevalence rate amongst clubbers
ranges from 52% (Deehan & Saville, 2003) to 81% (Release,
1997), depending on club location, region, music policy and
socio-demographic customer base.

Furthermore, when looking at the range of drug use be-
tween individual dance clubs playing different sub genres of
dance music, there are considerable differences in quantities,
frequencies and profiles of drug use between clubs. A study of
legal and illicit drug use by over two thousand clubbers in the
north west of England revealed quite different consumption
patterns associated with the music policies of three different
dance clubs located only a few miles apart (Measham et al.,
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960s onwards which have attempted to control these p
ar cultural events, so that indoor music events have te
o follow the commercially sanctioned route whilst it is
utdoor festivals which have tended to receive the full fo
f policing and legislative responses (Shapiro, 1999). In this

nstance we can see how location defines legality and co
etermines transgression.

For some of those attending these outdoor and unregu
ance events, the lack of official sanction to this ‘new’ leis
pace was part of the appeal, for as Thornton ident
when raves moved clubs out of traditional dance venues
ew sites like disused warehouses, aircraft hangars, m
al pools and tents in farmers’ fields, it was partly in pur
f forbidden and unpredictable senses of place” (Thornton
995: 22). Given the widespread media coverage of
merging dance club scene since its inception as acid h
owever, Thornton has questioned both “the persistent
f authenticity” and “the useful myth of the mainstrea
Thornton, 1995: 14) in the dichotomy between undergrou
nd mainstream perpetuated by the media, clubbers and
cademics, and in the notion of rebellion or resistance thr
ubcultural style. Redhead, too, has questioned the rele
f subcultural ‘depth’ models which portray authentic s
ultures having been distorted by manufactured media c
ge, when we now live in a “(post) modern culture, a cul
haracterised by depthlessness, flatness and ‘hyperrea
ean Baudrillard has labelled it” (Redhead, 1993: 23). Indeed
resdee has gone further to argue that youth culture “
ndless search for the inauthentic; that is, a culture th
mpty of the authority and the imperatives that come
uthenticity” (Presdee, 2000: 114).
,

001). At one of the three clubs in the dance club study
lub space was utilised by different promoters holding i
idual club nights characterised by different styles of mu
hursday jungle/drum and bass nights hosted at the clu

racted a customer base which varied in ethnic, gender,
ational and regional composition to the Friday night tec
nd Saturday night dance nights, and with markedly di
nt associated patterns of consumption of legal and
rugs.

A more striking contrast in use of the same physical s
or different social functions in the UK is provided by mu
rena leisure centres located on the outskirts of urban a
hich are used for a variety of functions including as da
enues. The second of the three clubs in the dance club
iscussed above was one of these leisure centres reg
sed for dance events (Measham et al., 2001). On Saturda
venings the multi-arena venue was transformed from in
ootball and squash courts into a hardcore rave-style d
vent for the evening which attracted up to 6000 custom
physical transformation of space which was enabled b
se of flexible partitions, scaffolding, backdrops, mob

ighting rigs, sound systems and even indoor fun fair ri
ithin minutes of the dance music ending at 2.00 a.m. an

ransformation of physical space occurred as the reve
ere still making their way off the site; the cleaners w
reparing the venue to become an equally popular me
lace for another influx of people in less than 4 hours t
s with many clubs, the evidence of dance drug use
ore apparent after the party was over (Newcombe, 1992),
nd hence the 2.00 a.m. cleaning shift involved picking
iscarded drug-related paraphernalia – empty plastic
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and paper wraps that had contained the pills and powders of
the night before – because the leisure centre played host to an
indoor car boot sale at 6.00 a.m. on Sunday mornings which
attracted thousands of customers from across the north west
of England.

With a wave of legislation introduced and revived which
controlled and criminalised the previously unregulated and
unlicensed dance events, these out of town leisure centres
on industrial and retail estates across the UK became a
favoured location for legal licensed raves, attracting thou-
sands of young people every weekend throughout the 1990s
throughout the country, with many travelling many miles by
car and coach to their favoured dance event. However, the
Saturday night rave space within the leisure centre in the
north west of England dance club study was contested by the
local licensing authority on several occasions and the raves
finally ended after a high profile dance drug-related death.
Rave events such as these have been channelled from city
centres to industrial estates on the outskirts of towns in Eu-
rope and North America, monitored, opposed by the police
and licensing authorities and finally closed down. Hui ob-
served, in relation to North America, that the isolation of
rave events pushed into the socio-spatial periphery illustrates
the power relations in the social construction of space (Hui,
2001).
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These two strands of development – the commercialisation
and criminalisation of mid-1990s dance space – shadowed the
two strands of the British government’s approach at this time
and illustrate not only the contradictions but also the potential
dangers in the control of a cultural form. On the one hand,
recommendations by the Advisory Council on the Misuse of
Drugs were published by the Home Office, stating that “the
objective should be to encourage legal raves at the expense of
the illegal events where the risks to health and public safety
are considerable” (Advisory Council on the Misuse of Drugs,
1994: 4). The ACMD recommended that “the organisation of
more legal raves be encouraged by local authorities. . . Raves
at established venues such as nightclubs are, of course, much
easier to regulate” (Advisory Council on the Misuse of Drugs,
1994: 44).

On the other hand, only four weeks earlier the 1994 Crimi-
nal Justice and Public Order Act received royal assent. British
legislation which attempted to legislate against raves – as a
phenomenon and as a play space – had the unenviable task
of defining the phenomenon and thus producing the first at-
tempted criminalisation of a popular music genre in the UK.
Much to the amusement of critics, the Act included the now
legendary bureaucratic bungling in the definitions of rave lo-
cation (“an unlicensed gathering on land in the open air of one
hundred or more persons”) and rave music (“sounds wholly or
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The transformation in dance clubs was not only of p
cal space, however, but also the promised transformati
he individual clubber. As Melechi has noted, the subcul
istinction of acid house and rave lay in clubbers’ pursu
isappearance from the gaze of onlookers, of dancers
pectators, and of party-bound ravers from police sur
ance; into dark and anonymous zones where “the sp
hich club culture occupied and transformed. . . represen
fantasy of liberation, an escape from identity. A p

here nobody is, but everybody belongs” (Melechi, 1993:
7). Whilst the dark and labyrinthine space of some city

re clubs suits this escape down the rabbit hole into W
erland (Garratt, 1998: 321;Thornton, 1995: 57), the anony
ous, cavernous, blank canvas of out of town leisure ce
lso provides a surprisingly suitable site for thousand
lubbers, in stark contrast to the purpose built dance
nd night clubs located in urban centres.

In many cases, the regulation of specific leisure loca
nd the consumption of legal and illicit drugs within th
ave been controlled through licensing legislation. The d
pace split in the mid-1990s with one strand of developm
eing the legal, commercially viable, licensed dance c
ith the growing involvement of the beverage alcohol ind

ry, facilitated through the liberalisation of licensing, w
shift towards the commercial middle ground, dress co

oor policies and away from an earlier optimism at the po
ial inclusiveness of this ‘new’ social space. The other st
f development was the regulation and criminalisation o

rough’ elements of the dance scene which took the for
nlicensed dance events, free and pay parties, music fes
nd sound systems.
redominantly characterised by the emission of a succe
f repetitive beats”). (For a discussion of both the conten

he subsequent implementation of the 1994 Criminal Ju
nd Public Order Act, seeBucke & James, 1998). However

he rave scene had fractured and mutated, as British su
ures have done since the 1950s, into myriad sub genres b
994 (with even the term rave starting to be supersede
ance), which thus lent the legislation an archaic air.

Rather more significant was the body of legislation
roduced and revived throughout the 1990s which use
ensing regulations as the spearhead in the control of d
pace; for example, increasing the circumstances in w
rivate entertainment, dance events and pay parties nee
e licensed alongside increasing the penalties for those

ng unlicensed events (Redhead, 1993; Measham, Parker,
ldridge, 1998; Shapiro, 1999). Despite the clear directiv

rom the ACMD at national level, local licensing authorit
ecame the vehicle for the regionally specific, changing

unes in the commercialisation and control of dance c
hilst a minority persisted in organising unlicensed (

fter 1994 criminalised) ventures, the majority of dance
oters who continued organising events moved into lice

eisure space and became subject to increased scrutin
egulation by local licensing committees. Thus, it was lice
ng committees, aware of the potential use of these le
paces for the consumption of illicit drugs, which sat in jud
ent on whether the new indoor licensed dance clubs c

etain their licenses. If individual clubs came to the at
ion of the police or press (for example, through drug-rel
asualties or disorder), it was the local licensing author
ho could withhold renewal of venue licenses.
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With increased powers and increased sittings of licensing
committees through measures such as the 1988 Licensing
Act, however, the role of local licensing authorities in rela-
tion to the licensing of dance locations was complex, region-
ally specific and not necessarily wholly negative. For exam-
ple, in the north west of England concerns about clubbers’
health and safety, as well as potentially dangerous dance drug
consumption, led Manchester Council’s licensing committee
to adopt a progressive licensing policy. In 1993 Manchester
Council and Lifeline (a local drugs advice agency) adopted
the Safer Dancing policy (Newcombe, 1994), based on a 10-
point strategy for safer raves originally devised by Newcombe
in 1991 which itself drew upon the work of Merseyside health
professionals in the 1980s in relation to harm minimisation,
HIV/AIDS and injecting drug users. The Manchester Safer
Dancing policy required that licensed dance clubs in the area
follow dance drug harm minimisation practices in their clubs
(such as the provision of free tap water) but also specified the
use of space within clubs (such as the provision of ‘chill out’
space for customers to cool down between dance sessions).

It is interesting to note that rave space itself became poten-
tially more dangerous to clubbers as it moved from unlicensed
fields to regulated and licensed indoor premises under the
watchful eye of police, licensing authorities and private secu-
rity firms. The addition of a roof and four walls had alarming
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and which continue to do so. Yet, as noted by Burns and Or-
rick (Burns & Orrick, 2002) in relation to a Swedish dance
hall fire which killed 63 teenagers, the criminal negligence,
corporate misconduct and corporate violence of dance club
owners and promoters have been overlooked by both officials
and the media (Burns & Orrick, 2002).

With a recent upturn in dance drug-related deaths in the
UK in the early twenty-first century and despite a possible
levelling off in self reported ecstasy and cocaine use (Condon
& Smith, 2003; Measham, in press-b), the contemporary sig-
nificance ofZinberg’s drug, set and setting is evident (1984).
It appears that alongside reduced attendance and closure of
the larger, corporate ‘superclubs’ of the late 1990s and a resur-
gence of interest in rock music and live gigs by some young
people, dance club culture continues both in a rave nostal-
gia scene and in smaller ‘cutting edge’ dance venues where
consumption of dance drugs appears to be both diversifying
and intensifying. As ecstasy increased in availability and use
and declined in price throughout the 1990s (to less than three
pounds sterling per pill in the UK), the quantity of pills re-
portedly consumed in a night out has increased from 2.2 per
session (Measham et al., 2001) to 4.7 per session in a recent
dance magazine survey of readers (Mixmag, 2004). Whilst
studies of clubbers show that ecstasy remained clubbers’ self
reported favourite dance drug throughout the 1990s, it was in-
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onsequences. Overheating had rarely been a significa
n the fields, caves, beaches and disused warehouses
arly acid house era, but the move to indoor, commercial
pace changed the drug setting, which proved to be a
xpected factor in exacerbating the physical effects of d
rugs such as ecstasy in raising body temperature, pa

arly when combined with the physical exertions of danc
or hours. Medical studies suggested that the casualties
ave scene appeared to be related to dance drug-related
acological and environmental complications such as

troke, dehydration and hyponatraemia (e.g.Henry, 1992;
enry, Fallon, Kicman, Hutt, Cowan & Forsling, 199;
axwell, Polkey, & Henry, 1993). The irony was that despi

he ACMD concerns at potential risks to the health and sa
f individual clubbers at unlicensed events, it was the mo

icensed and legal raves which increased those physica
hich in the early 1990s were only starting to be unders
y the medical profession dealing with the casualties.

Thus, a key factor in the regulation of club space and h
inimisation in dance drug use has to be the manage
f the physical space itself. Indeed, Manchester Coun
afer Dancing policy was originally devised over 10 ye
go as a strategy not only to assist in the minimisatio
rug-related harms as a consequence of dance drug u
lso in recognition of the importance of health and sa
bligations of club management to customers (Newcombe
994). Adequate ventilation, air conditioning, crowd con
easures, onsite paramedics, club layout and facilities c
otentially all play a part in reducing the impact of fact
uch as heatstroke and dehydration which contributed t
erous dance drug-related deaths in the UK across the
-

t

reasingly less likely to be their only dance drug (Measham
t al., 2001). There was the rise of a different party dr
ocaine-seen as cleaner than amphetamines, safer th
tasy and more glamorous than either. Both dance mus
ance drugs moved beyond the confines of clubland, wit

ead role here being taken by cocaine in the late 1990s (Parker
illiams, & Aldridge, 2002), as it pushed into urban licens

eisure venues which were themselves undergoing a tran
ation from pub to bar (discussed in the following). Wh
cstasy was increasingly embedded in 1990s dance
ocaine became the pharmacological additive to the ne
ensed leisure, illustrating the relationship between chan
atterns of consumption and changes in leisure space.

The 1990s dance club had been a specific social s
n which gender (Henderson, 1993), socio-economic clas
Reynolds, 1997; Thornton, 1995), ethnicity (Banerjea &
arn, 1996; Measham et al., 2001) and sexual orientatio

Lewis & Ross, 1995) intersected leisure space in ways q
istinct from traditional licensed leisure venues such as
nd bars. Whilst pubs remained traditionally socially st

ured, the potential of dance clubs to radically reformu
eisure space was briefly in evidence. As the commercia
elopment and expansion of club culture continued ac
he 1990s, however there was a blurring of the distinct
etween dance clubs and night clubs so keenly felt by t
ttending the early raves and dance parties. Indeed, w
ensed clubs playing host to raves on Friday nights and d
n Saturday nights, the most notable markers of conte
ary dance clubs in the UK have become music policy
rug consumption patterns, rather than the physical s

tself. This is because the impact of the regulation, licen
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and criminalisation of different forms of dance events shifted
most activities into mainstream club space whilst only small
numbers of outdoor, unlicensed and illegal dance events con-
tinued (McKay, 1998).

This move to legal, licensed and increasingly commercial
dance venues from the mid-1990s in the UK is also associated
with the reascendance of alcohol. In the early days of rave,
many dance events were largely alcohol free or even had an
“anti-alcohol bias” (Reynolds, 1998: 45), not only because al-
cohol was associated with traditional mainstream nightclubs
and their alcohol-related violence and harassment, but more
specifically because “people quickly worked out that alcohol
dulled the E buzz” (Reynolds, 1998: 43). A growing disillu-
sionment with the quality, price and possible health conse-
quences of illicit recreational drugs (with some high profile
dance drug-related deaths amongst clubbers), alongside the
drug and gang-related violence and criminality, revitalised
the fortunes of alcohol with the ‘chemical generation’ in the
mid-1990s. The beverage alcohol industry began sponsoring
dance clubs, offering cheap drinks promotions and marketing
new alcohol products in youth, dance and lifestyle magazines
to appeal to a new generation of drinkers. Large scale indoor
commercial dance venues such as the Ministry of Sound in
London and Bowlers in Manchester acquired licenses to sell
alcohol. The retail trade developed pre-club feeder bars, post-
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of licensed leisure that preceded, post-dated and responded
to changes in clubland.

The transformation of licensed leisure locations can be
seen as the result of several significant socio-economic and
cultural changes in the developed world over the last 20 years.
Firstly, the 1980s saw the erosion of the traditional working
class male customer base for alcohol consumption in pubs
because of both the decline in working class employment in
heavy industry as a result of socio-economic restructuring,
and the growing appeal of home-based drinking and enter-
tainments (Gofton, 1990). Secondly, the 1990s dance drug
and dance club scene opened up alternative leisure possi-
bilities to traditional pubs and night clubs for young adults.
Therefore, faced with the possibility of both losing the tradi-
tional market to home-based entertainments and also losing a
‘new’ psychoactive consumer market to the emergent dance
club scene. Brain suggests that the beverage alcohol mar-
ket underwent a transformation in the 1990s leading to the
development of what he described as a “post-modern alco-
hol order” (Brain, 2000: 5). This transformation in licensed
leisure space and in related drinking attitudes and behaviours
in recent years is evident in the re-commodification of alcohol
products and the redesign of pub space.

The last 10 years has seen a vast increase in the choice of
alcoholic beverages available which appeal to a new genera-
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lub chill-out bars, breakfast clubs for those still keen to p
nto the morning, and free admission DJ dance bars w
ompeted for trade with highly priced dance clubs, all fa
tated by late licenses generously issued by local autho
o encourage the urban night time economy (Haslam, 1999).
he next section will consider the role of the pub spac

hese commercial developments and its relationship t
onsumption of both legal and illicit drugs.

ub space

The pub and bar have been geographically widesprea
ial settings in many societies, symbolically as well as p
cally and socially central to popular culture, and yet in m
ays they are unique leisure locations, warranting mor

ention than the sparse research to date. A study of the p
ouse or bar allows a consideration of the fluctuating

unes of our ‘favourite’ legal drugs and the constraints u
heir consumption, from the Gin Laws of seventeenth cen
ngland to the smoke-free bars of early twenty-first cen
ew York City.
Historically, there is evidence to suggest that recreat

rinking in British drinking establishments has traditiona
een the preserve of lower class men since the sixteent

ury (Bennett, 1991; Measham, in press-a; Warner, 1997). In
he last twenty years, however, the UK has seen the de
nd rebirth of both alcohol consumption and licensed le

n an expansion which has enveloped ‘new’ consumers
eed alongside the well-documented dance club revolu

here has been a quieter but equally significant transform
ion of consumers who are socio-demographically and cu
lly more diverse than the traditional male beer drinker

he pre-1990s (Measham, in press-b). It has been claime
hat these new high strength flavoured alcohol prod
long with other consumer goods over the last decade,
een increasingly advertised as lifestyle markers in so

icated campaigns to appeal to and develop market n
n an increasingly fragmented alcohol market” (Brain, 2000:
). Through the symbolic consumption of certain alcoh
rinks over and above others, along with the purchas
lothes, music and other consumer items, young adults
reate and maintain their desired image and also dis
hemselves from their “undesired self” (Hogg & Banister
001). Furthermore, the new high strength alcohol prod
hich developed at this time facilitated an increase in
ional alcohol consumption evident from the mid-1990s
ards amongst the young adult, male and female drinke
hom these drinks were promoted (Measham, 1996).
Alongside changing patterns of alcohol consumpt

icensed leisure locations themselves have been transfo
ince the declining attendance of the 1980s. British pubs
een dislocated from the traditional “masculine repub
ited on street corners in most working class commun
Harrison, 1971: 47), and have moved centre stage
ost-industrial urban centres which are now saturated
new generation of café bars, club bars, fun pubs, them

ubs and even ‘restyled’ traditional/nostalgia pubs. T
icensed leisure venues have captured a new generat
oung adult consumers whose leisure sights were foc
n alternative leisure space in the 1990s; outdoor r
ance clubs, shopping centres, gyms, coffee shops
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virtual space (Brain, 2000: 5). Indeed Hobbs et al consider
that “the construction of centres of leisure consumption to
physically replace nineteenth-century centres of production
and their commercial and bureaucratic infrastructures, is a
marked characteristic of late twentieth century British cities”
(Hobbs, Lister, Hadfield, Winlow, & Hall, 2000, p. 704).
Licensed leisure locations have become a core element in the
commercial viability of the city centre night time economy
such that this “previously marginal zone of space and time,
is now being promoted as central to the image of a modern
‘European’ city” (O’Connor & Wynne, 1996: 9).

Whilst alcohol remains the firm favourite in the poten-
tial psychoactive repertoire of the twenty-first century, it is
important to realise how young people’s pursuit of the “big
bang” effect in terms of increased sessional consumption
(Measham, 1996) is one indication of broader behavioural
and attitudinal change. Young people inhabit social spaces in
which the availability and consumption of recreational drugs
has increased markedly across the decade; with up to nine
in ten young people in the UK having been in drug offer sit-
uations by the age of 18 and up to two thirds having tried
an illicit drug by that age (Parker, Aldridge, & Measham,
1998), with clear associations between leisure locations and
consumption patterns (Measham et al., 1998). Alongside the
relationship between dance drug use and dance clubs dis-
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ing pushed further with the move to sanitise, commodify and
expand the sex industry (Chatterton & Hollands, 2003). This
is illustrated in the merging of sex clubs and licensed leisure
locations in the proliferation of lap dancing, pole dancing,
strip clubs, sex clubs and sado-masochistic clubs which are
aimed at a broad socio-demographic customer base.

In this respect licensed leisure locations have turned full
circle to emulate the wider role of drinking establishments in
pre-1850s British society. It was not until the mid-nineteenth
century that theatres, concert halls and music halls devel-
oped out of and increasingly physically separate from public
houses, at first in separate function rooms within pubs in the
1850s, and in separate buildings from the 1860s (Harrison,
1971: 324–325). Before this, the drinking establishment was
physically and socially at the heart of entertainment, com-
munity affairs and commerce. Prostitutes plied their trade in
the pub alongside musicians, singers, dancers and comedi-
ans, sometimes with a brothel physically located above the
pub which might employ the same staff to serve alcohol to
customers earlier in the evening then to provide sexual ser-
vices for those same customers later in the evening (Clark,
1983; Hey, 1986; Measham, in press-a; Walvin, 1978). Thus,
the multi-function licensed (and licentious) leisure locations
developing in the twenty-first century – promising alcohol,
music, dancing and sex – have their roots in the pre-1850s
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f the clubs and into the new café bars. The British Crim
urvey, an annual national representative household vic
ation survey, has explored the relationship between dru
nd attendance at pubs and clubs (Ramsay et al., 2001). The
urvey shows that past year prevalence of ecstasy and co
se for 16- to 29-year olds is twice as high for weekly club
s for the rest of the young adult population (10% comp
ith 4% for ecstasy, 8% compared with 40% for cocai
nd past year prevalence of ecstasy and cocaine is also

han twice as high for frequent pub goers as for the rest o
opulation. Young people who go to the pub three even
week or more are statistically significantly more likely

ave reported past year ecstasy and cocaine consumptio
ess frequent and non-pub goers (9% compared with 4%
cstasy, 11% compared with 3% for cocaine). It is arg
ere that this is an indication not only of higher recreatio
rug use amongst those young adults out and about i
ight time economy, but also of increased recreational
umption occurring in the licensed leisure locations of
illennium.
Furthermore, in the commercial play space of the e

wenty-first century UK, leisure is increasingly organi
round the possibilities of pleasure, excess and gratifica

ndeed “the projected impression of a hedonistic environm
evoid of restraint is central to the allure of night-time leisu
Hobbs, Lister, Hadfield, Winlow, & Hall, 2000: 714).
longside the increasingly sophisticated commodifica
nd diversification of psychoactive (legal and illicit) produ
nd the blurring of the dance club/night club distinction of
arly 1990s, we can see the boundaries of licensed leisu
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ritish public house.

ead space

Drinking and recreational drug use occur at specific ti
nd in specific places. The counter balance to the co
tress and performance of our work lives, is the distinct p
cal, social and ‘head’ space we mark out to facilitate a “c
rolled loss of control” in leisure time and in the consump
f a range of legal, prescription and illicit drugs to medic

or the problems and maximise the pleasures in an inc
ngly stressful world. As Brain has noted, “the responsib
or success in contemporary societies is placed square
he individual rather than being the responsibility of stat
ociety. The pressure such responsibility creates is offse
ng bounded hedonistic consumption by the rewards of
onsumption” (Brain, 2000: 12).

The “controlled loss of control” is a calculated hedon
ic act which aims to achieve a desired, structured and
rollable altered state of intoxication, by pharmacologica
ehavioural intervention. Such planned hedonistic cons

ion is evident in ‘binge’ drinking (e.g.Engineer, Phillips
hompson, & Nicholls, 2003; Measham, in press-b) and
ecreational drug use (e.g.Measham, 2002). Here we se
he connections between the changing nature of physica
ocial leisure space, the consumption of legal and illicit d
ithin such space and the implications in terms of perso
ental or ‘head’ space for individuals. Legal and illicit dru
re located within this symbolic mental space of the ‘w
one’. Thus, in a world of risk management, within a soc
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of shifting sands of moderation and excess, the pursuit of the
“controlled loss of control” is an increasingly desired aspect
of the leisure experience. Drugs are both the consumer prod-
ucts with which to purchase the desired ‘time out’, to create
‘head’ space, and also represent escape from and rebellion
against the surveillance and regulation of consumer society.
The desire to lose control, to lose oneself is, therefore, within
the bounded settings of certain leisure locations and certain
leisure activities which include the pursuit of the “controlled
loss of control” through the recreational use of legal and illicit
drugs in pubs and clubs.

Concluding thoughts

This commentary has explored the relationship between
consumption and control in contemporary leisure space by
a consideration of the discontinuities in historically, socially
and culturally context-specific leisure locations, the role of
alcohol and drug use within them and the two pronged re-
sponse of commercialisation and criminalisation. Firstly, a
consideration of the development of dance space shows the
relationship between social space and social control in the li-
censing and policing of certain cultural forms, despite a brief
potential fluidity in social and sexual interaction in dance
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1990s highlight the importance of extending harm minimi-
sation policies not only to local authorities, and to beverage
alcohol and leisure industry staff within the night time econ-
omy but also to leisure space itself.
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